FACE READING STUDY BEGINNING CLASS ONE
TRAIT 27.
INNATE SELF CONFIDENCE — (wide face through the
eyes; length of face more square and equal with width)
Naturally aware of abilities; self assured; takes-over as a
matter of course; thorough; courageous; inspires confidence in
others; broad minded. At times may appear as a “know it all”
or “a bull in a china shop” to others.
TRAIT 28.
LEARNED SELF CONFIDENCE — (narrow face through
the eyes; much more length than width) Aware of own
limitations; willing to learn; prepares ahead to succeed; good
follower; narrow minded; becomes successful because of
effort. At times, may appear “self conscious” or “shy” to others.
For the sake of comparison, wide, medium and narrow is merely the
measurement-term used to distinguish the energy force of a trait. There is
no good or bad associated with any trait. All traits are valuable even
though they express differently. As in life, there are two sides to everything.
The following photos will give you a comparison of what to look for as you
make a study of faces and see the differences between wide square faces
and long narrow rectangular faces (and medium faces in-between.)
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So you see, it is exciting to know more about these people; the differences!
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More specifically, what you want to look for is the shape of the “area”
involved: measuring from the turn of the face width at the temples times the
length of the face, notice Judy Dench is more square; Nicolas Cage is more
narrow showing a rectangular area. Measure from the bottom of chin to
where the top of the forehead begins to turn back.

Oh, and notice the actual “physical indicator” of boney-perpendicular-ridges
on each side of Nicolas Cage’s temples; this growth of a slight widening
shows growth through effort and well-earned “learned confidence.” The
same trait shows on Prince Charles, Gary Cooper, Woody Allen and Helen
Hunt.
Another example of shape areas are found in the photo of these three
young cousins: the middle face is obviously long and narrow and the other
two are wider across. All traits have advantages and are perfect.
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What you are going to enjoy is going through your family photos and
learning something about them that will help you understand their
automatic timing responses.
And even more interesting is to look up someone like King Henry the 8th in
history and recognize their traits. This work promises you will never again
be bored on a bus ride watching people and practicing this study!
The greatest benefit is the value of empowered understanding as you
interact with people socially and in business, especially in selling.
In artistic endeavors, this awareness serves your intuitive feel for drawing
people, or describing characters in creative writing. And most of all, you
are building a foundation of the universal language of lines and shapes to
add to your knowledge.
If you see interesting traits feel free to send them to me and together we
will expand the examples of this very remarkable study. I guarantee it will
soften criticism and nurture loving appreciation for self as well as for others.
A true story.
I had a friend that was left in an orphanage as a very young little girl,
crying, standing at the window on a little stool as she watched her uncle
leave her there. For years she was taunted and made fun of from other
children in the home because of her dear little unusual face. When she
discovered this science and began to appreciate her inborn traits and
talents, her confidence grew tremendously and she became a very strong
advocate of this self-knowledge. In fact, it was through her urging that I
began illustrating the traits and designed this book in simple format for easy
understanding.
As always I send love’s blessings to all,
Irenee
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